
How to start playing in DIDO. 
Daily MPS also known as DIDO (Drop in Drop out), is the main event in Bridge Club Live and runs all day everyday 
with the chance to play 96 boards in anyone day. It a rated event and affects your PPI (Personal Performance Index) 
More can be found on that by looking at the “Other Stuff” link on the website and typing PPI in the search box. 

You click on Daily MPS room which is in blue (Remember anything in blue is clickable) on the following screen 

  

You will then be in the Social Bridge Room. 

 

Start a table, make sure you click on Enter the DIDO Tournament, and wait for people to join you. You 
will get this screen next: 



 

People will come and join you, if no one does you can advertise for players by clicking “Advertise” and when you are 
ready to play click “Press when Ready”.  

If a new partner joins you, someone you have not played with in Daily MPS before, you need to complete an SSD 
(Simple System Disclosure) This is like a convention card that you would have on a normal club session. 

This needs to be completed by North or East and confirmed by South or West. The following will appear on your 
screen. 

 

This box is free typed so you can put as much additional information in as you like, a list of the short hand for some 
conventions can be found by clicking “BCL chat abbreviations” on Fulbourn Website of using the Bridge Club Live 
Help facility. 



You then submit to partner. When Partner has confirmed that this is your system - or Declined it for alteration and 
then subsequently Confirmed it - you will be ready to play (perhaps waiting for your opponents to confirm their 
system) 
  
Next you will see your Opponents  SSD appear  on screen and you are Ready to begin. 

Remember to alert any bids that are conventional and be nice to partner and the opponents! 

Good Luck. 


